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PREFACE

This Note describes completed research undertaken at Rand for the
Office of the Director of Personnel and Training Research Programs,
Psychological Sciences Division, Office of Naval Research, under Contract No. N00014-78-C-0042.

The reported research represents a portion

of a larger research effort investigating the knowledge and procedures
that people use to learn and reason with spatial knowledge of their
environment.

The Note should interest both researchers studying human

spatial cognition and practitioners concerned with the training of
orientation and navigational skills.

U"
.4
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SUMMARY

This Note proposes models of the spatial knowledge people acquire
from maps and navigation and the procedures required for spatial judgments using this knowledge.

From a map, people acquire survey knowledge

encoding global spatial relations.

This knowledge resides in memory in

images that can be scanned and measured like a physical map.

From navi-

gation people acquire procedural knowledge of the routes connecting
diverse locations.

People combine mental simulation of travel through

the environment and informal algebra to compute spatial judgments.

An

experiment in which subjects learned an environment either from navigation or from a map evaluates predictions of these models.

When subjects

have moderate exposure, map learning is superior for judgments of relative location and straight-line distances among objects.

Learning from

navigation is superior for orienting oneself with respect to unseen
objects and for estimating route distances.

With extensive exposure,

the performance superiority of map learning vanishes.

These and other

results are consonant with the proposed mechanisms.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Point to the Statue of Liberty from where you are sitting,
point to the local airport from where you are sitting.

Now

These tasks

illustrate the use of different types of spatial knowledge to compute an
orientation judgment.

For the first task, most individuals use a mental

image of a map of the United States and an estimate of their current
compass bearing to compute the direction of the Statue of Liberty.

For

the second task, most individuals use knowledge of the route from their
present location to the airport to estimate its direction.

Even grade-

school children can use these two types of knowledge and computational
processes to perform orientation judgments (Lord, 1941).
These examples illustrate two of the many real-world problems
requiring spatial cognition--that is, the acquisition and use of
knowledge about large-scale space.[l]

While these examples perhaps

overgeneralize and oversimplify the methods people use to produce their
estimates, they illustrate three important points about spatial cognition.

First, people have various types of spatial knowledge that they

acquire from different sources (e.g.,

maps,

navigation experience,

bal descriptions or directions, photographs).

ver-

For example, one might

acquire a spatial ovorview of a town by studying a map, and detailed
route knowledge

from navigation.

Second,

people use different proce dures

Il1 We use the term large-scale space to refer to an ar(a large
enough for a person to navigate, the structure of which cannot be
observed from a single viewpoint on the ground.
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to make spatial judgments, depending on the type of knowledge they have.
As illustrated above, a person might judge the direction of a destination differently when using a learned map than when using knowledge
derived from navigation.

Finally, the accuracy of a spatial judgment

depends on the accuracy of both the underlying knowledge and the computational procedure operating on the knowledge.

Thus, for example, a

person may have an accurate mental map of the United States but may err
when computing the direction of the Statue of Liberty.
Much prior research has investigated the accuracy of spatial
knowledge acquired through navigation experience (Acredelo, Pick, &
Olsen, 1975; Hardwick, McIntyre, & Pick, 1976;

Hart & Moore, 1973;

Piaget & Inhelder, 1967; Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960; Shemyakin,
1962; Siegel & White, 1975; Siegel, Kirasic, & Kail, 1978; Thorndyke,
1980a).

However, direct comparisons of performance based on different

types of learning experiences have considered only route-following
(Wetherell, 1979) or route-planning (Bartram, 1980) tasks.

No studies

have investigated people's ability to orient themselves, estimate distances, or locate relative positions of objects under different learning
conditions.
This Note investigates differences in spatial knowledge and estimation procedures derived from two typical sources of information about
large-scale space:

maps and navigation experience.

the Note is organized as follows.

ve first review briefly previous

research in spatial knowledge acquisition.
earlier theoretical

The remainder of

We then elaborate on the

work by distinguishing between the knowledge

that

individuals acquire from maps and the knowledge they acquire from

-3-

navigation, and by postulating how this knowledge changes with repeated
exposure to the knowledge source.

Next, we describe an experiment in

which subjects exposed to one of these two types of spatial knowledge
judged relative object location, oriented themselves in the environment
with respect to unseen locations, and estimated euclidean (straightline) and route distances.

We treat the results and discussion of the

experiment in two sections- -one focusing on the distance-estimation
tasks, the other focusing on the object-placement tasks
orientation).

(location and

In each section, we present process models for how sub-

jects produce their judgments from memory of either a map or traversed
routes in the environment.

The models support a variety of predictions

of the relative accuracy of subjects' judgments.

We then present the

experimental data and evaluate the predictions in light of these data.
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If.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATIONS

FOR LARGE-SCALE SPACE

Much prior research has investigated the knowledge people acquire
about the space around them.

In environmental

dies have investigated correlations
ables (e.g.,

socioeconomic status,

psychology,

numerous stu-

between a variety of subject varilength of residence,

age,

and other

personal attributes) and the detail and accuracy of subjects' reproduced
maps of their locale (e.g., Appleyard, 1970; Canter, 1977; Downs a Stea,
1973,

1977; Evans,

1980; Golledge & Rushton,

1976; Moore & Golledge, 1976).

1976; Milgram & Jodelet,

These studies have demonstrated that the

type and amount of spatial knowledge people have change with increased
familiarity with the environment.

Generally, however, such studies do

not control subjects' environmental experiences, so it is unclear how
and from what sources subjects derive their knowledge.
In contrast,

research

in developmental psychology has investigated

spatial knowledge acquired solely from nav .gatiou
Pick, 1976; Herman & Siegel,
& White,

1975).

1977; Siegel, Kirasic, & Kail,

of objects

accurate with increased experience.
changes as qualitative shifts

in

1q60; Siegel,
19t2).
larities

(Applevard,

Kirasic,

However,
between

&

1978; Siegel

interpret

these

I'70;

map-i ike representation of
Piaget,

Inhelder,

1978; Siegel & White,

these .studies have
Judgments

becomes more

in the representation of spice from memory

10o9,

6 Nail,

the environment

Most researchers

for traversed routes to a more abstract,
locations

Mclntvre,

These studies have demonstrated that subjects,

knowledge of the locations

object

(Hardwick.

iot

investig,ited

.'

Seninska,

.Q75;
Shemvakin,
tle

based on maps and Judgments

supposed simibased or,

experientially derived knowledge.
Nevertheless, this earlier research has suggested a gross theoretical distinction between procedural descriptions and survey knowledge
(Siegel & White, 1975; Thorndyke, 1980b; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1978,
Note 1).

Procedural descriptions refer to knowledge acquired about the

routes between locations.

Such knowledge typically derives from direct

navigation experiences and

,ncodes a sequential record of the space

between start points, subsequent landmarks, and destinations.

At a

minimum, a procedural description of the route between A and B must
identify locations at which the navigator must change direction and
specify the action to be taken at those locations (e.g., "turn right at
the corner of Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard").

This sequence of

prescribed actions may be thought of as a set of stimulus-response pairs
or condition-action rules (Kuipers, 1978; Thorndyke, 1980b).
Typically, however, a person's procejural knowledge contains more
detailed information about the traveled route.

The information might

include impressions of the distance traveled along each leg (straightline segment) of the route, the angle of the turns between legs, and
terrain features along the route.

This representation, then, contains

sequentially organized knowledge of details at different locations in
the space.
In contrast, survey knowledge refers to knowledge of the topographic properties of an environment.

These properties include the

location of objects in the environment relative to a fixed coordinate
system (e.g., compass bearings), the global shapes of large land
features (e.g., streets, parks, lakes), and the inter-object euclidean

-6

(i.e.,

straight-line) distances.

Such information is not available from

direct experience in the environment, but is portrayed on maps.

Thus,

people frequently learn maps and use them to make routine spatial judgments (Kosslvn, Ball, & Reiser, 1978; Thorndyke, 1979).

We assume that

when learning maps intentionally, people encode the spatial information
on them in image-like representations.
In making this assumption, we do not wish to raise fundamental
representational issues (Anderson, 1978; Hayes-Roth, 1979).

We ack-

nowledge that it may be possible to represent survey knowledge in
discrete propositions (e.g., Kuipers, 1978; Stevens & Coupe, 1978).
However, our evidence indicates that people use mental images to learn
maps and to scan previously learned maps to judge spatial relations
(Thorndyke, 1979; Thorndyke & Stasz, 1980).

Therefore, throughout the

following discussion we assume an isomorphism between the mental
representation of a map and the physical map.
Our theory distinguishes what people learn from maps and navigation
in terms of five features:

the content of the memory representation,

the dimensionality of the memory representation, the individual's perspective on the memory representation, procedures operating on the
memory representation, and the effects of practice on the first four
features.

Table 1 summarizes these differences.

The assumptions of our

theory for each of these features are discussed in detail below.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION FROM MAPS
Content of the memory representation.

In studying a map, the indi-

vidual acquires survey knowledge of the depicted space.

This knowledge

-7-

Table 1
DIFFERENCES IN KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED FROM MAPS AND NAVIGATION

Knowledge Source
Feature

Map

Navigation

Contents of
Memory

Image of studied map

Memory for traversed routes

Dimensionality

Two-dimensional

Four-dimensional

Perspective

Canonical vertical

Canonical horizontal

Procedures

Inspection and
measurement

Simulation and computation

Effects of
Practice

Acquisition of details
Strengthening of
representation

Acquisition of details
Strengthening of representation
Organization of components
Development of translucence

encodes topographical properties of the space, including tile locations
of objects relative to a fixed coordinate system (e.g., compass bearings), the global shapes of large environmental objects (e.g., streets,
parks, lakes), and inter-object euclidean distances.
Dimensionality of the memory representation.

Like the map, the

memory representation is a two-dimensional rendering of the space.
These dimensions typically correspond to tile horizontal dimensions of
the environment.
Perspective on the memory representation.

The individual's per-

spective on the memory representation corresponds to the canonical vertical view he or she has of the studied map.

The individual "views" the

8-

memory representation from above and outside of the depicted space.
Just as the map is an external object to be examined visually, its
memory representation is an object to be examined cognitively.
Procedures a)plied to the memory representation.

The individual

judges spatial relations, using the memory representation with essentially the same procedures he or she uses on external maps.

Visual

search permits the individual to identify the exact and relative locations of particular objects.

Measurement procedures permit the indivi-

dual to assess euclidean distances and compass bearings between objects.
Effects of practice.

Increasing study of a map adds previously

unlearned details to the representation.

All of the representation's

elements become strengthened in memory and are more easily retrievable.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION FROM NAVIGATION
Content of the memory representation.

During navigation, the iidi-

vidual acquires procedural knowledge of the environment.

This knowledge

encodes observed features in the environment and action sequences to be
performed to navigate among locations.

A typical action in a sequence

describes a behavior to be executed at a particular location (e.g.,

turn

right at the corner of Sunset Boulevard and Rockingham Avenue).
Dimensionalitv of the memory representation.

Like the experience

of navigation, memory representations derived from navigation are fourdimensional renderings of the space.

These dimensions correspond to the

orie vertical and two horizontal dimensions of the environment,
temporal dimension.

plus a

-9-

Perspective on the memory representation.

The individual's per-

spective on the memory representation corresponds to the canonical horizontal view he or she has of the environment during navigation.

That

is, the individual "views" the representation from some point on the
ground.

This implies that the individual is cognitively inside of the

memory representation.

Just as the environment is a physical space

within which the individual navigates, its memory representation is a
cognitive space within which the individual cognitively navigates.
Procedures applied to the memory representation.

The individual

brings to bear on the memory representation essentially the same procedures he or she brings to bear during navigation.

Mental simulation

of navigation in the environment permits the individual to identify the
route distances between objects, the sequence of features encountered
along the route, and the actions performed when navigating between
points.

Computational procedures permit the individual to assess

euclidean distances and compass bearings between objects, based on the
raw data obtained from mental simulation.
Effects of practice.

Increasing navigation experience affects both

the content of the memory representation and the individual's perspective on it.

As with increasing map study,

previously unlearned details

are added to the representation and all of its elements become
strengthened and more easily retrievable.

In addition,

the memory representation becomes more organized.
tifies points of
reference
theoreti(ally,

intersection

frame Ie.g.,
then

The individual

iden-

for multiple routes and adopts a canonical

canonical directions).

(omputv

the content of

zelative object

The individual could,
locations

and eric..idean
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distances from route distance knowledge and knowledge of compass bearings along the routes.

Individuals rarely make such computations and

consciously store their results.

However, we assume automatic, uncon-

scious procedures permit integration and organization of memory and the
induction of survey knowledge capturing topographical properties of the
environment.
Indeed, numerous studies have found that survey knowledge improves
with increasing residence in a community (e.g., Appleyard, 1970; Golledge & Zannaras, 1973; Ladd,

1970), although such studies have failed

to control subjects' access to maps or other direct sources of survey
knowledge.

In laboratory studies using controlled exposures to the

environment, subjects with limited navigation experience demonstrate
accurate procedural knowledge but nonveridical survey knowledge.

How-

ever, their survey knowledge and orientation ability generally improve
with increasing numbers of trips through the cnvironment (Allen, Siegel,
&Rosinski,

1978; Herman & Siegel, 1977; Kozlowski & Bryant, 1977).

As survey knowledge develops, the individual's perspective on the
environment changes to permit the use of the newly acquired topographical information.

We conceptualize this change as the development of

translucence in the representation.

That is, the individual can essen-

tially "view" distant objects in the environment through intervening
objects along a straight line of sight, just as he or she can view any
object on a map along a straight line of sight.

Similarly, the indivi-

dual can simulate straight-line traversal between two points without
having to circumnavigate intervening objects.

To test our theory, we devised an experiment in which subjects
learned locations in an env'ironment either by memorizing a map or by
navigating in the environment.

They then performed a variety of spatial

judgments using their knowledge of the space.

We formulated process

models for the procedures that subjects with different learning experiences would use to compute their estimates.

These models, combined with

our assumptions about the memory representations acquired from different
experiences, supported a variety of predictions for subjects' performance on the tasks.

We first present our experimental method, then a

detailed discussion of our process models and attendant predictions.
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III.

EXPERZIMENTAL METHOD

MATER IALS
For our- expe'riment,

we scught an envi ronment

that woul1d be

tivelv easv to learni yet suifficieni vy complex to m~ik
orientation,

location,

the

re Ia-

tasks of

and distance estimation somewhat difficult.

We

selected the first floor of Trhe Rand Corporation in Santa Monica.
ure

Fig-

1 shows th is environment to accurate 'scale, w ith its correct Compas

orientation.

The space (cmprises two buildings separated by anl enclosed

hall with a 120-deg roe Jog.
public areas (the labeled,

Thle buildings cont a i

soveral

darkened areas On Ltle it~i

prom inei't

a maze of hall-

ways (indicated by the white lines running through the buildings),
offices (indicated by the shaded areas surrounding the hialls), and inte-

rior courtvards ( indicated by the white rectangles
the larger building)
South l'obby

.

is o27 feet

test set of hallways.

The distance

Onl the

from thle No)rthlwes t LobbY to the

a long a straight

!inme and 877

thle relative or ientat ion of the two bui ldings
onesel f with

produce an arccu rite

\ i a

fot

the

With the exception of the hall connecting

buildings, all hallways intersect at right angles.

oi ient

floar p1lan of

,

it

However,
is

respect to locat ion.- in a diff!
map of the

enlv ilrorimniit

based

sh~or

the two

because of

nontr vial to

relt buIilIding or to

Onl

I in ted

iv i gaIti on

expe r ience.

St KIECTS
Fort v-p ight

t emalv

volunteers

participated

thu niati gat ioni-ioern ing condciit ions" were
tants emiployed

aL kand.

These' sli)

cts,

f or pav.

Subject s

secretar le," or resevarch
highiest

loeIof

-

in

ass is

e'ducat iolia

-
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achievement was a high-school diploma or a B.A. degree.

Subjects in the

map-learning conditions were students at Santa Monica College.

DESIGN
The subjects were divided into two training conditions with 24 subjects in each.

In the navigation condition, subjects' knowledge of

locations within Rand derived solely from navigation experience.

None

of these subjects reported having studied a map of the floor plan during
their employment at Rand.

In the map-learning condition, no subject had

been inside Rand prior to the experimnt.

These subjects acquired

knowledge of locations and halls within Rand solely from studying the
map shown in Figure 1.
Within each training condition, there were three groups of subjects, differing in the amount of exposure they had had to the spatial
information.
2 months,

The navigation subjects had worked at Rand for either I to

6 to 12 months,

eight subjects.

or 12 to 24 months.

Each group contained

The map-learning subjects differed in the amount of

time they were permitted to study the map.
until they could redraw it

One group studied the map

without error in the configuration or place-

ment of ha]Is and locations.

A second group studied the map until they

reached this criterion and then spent an additional
it.

30 minutes studying

The third group studied the map beyond the criterion

for an addi-

tional t)(, minutes.
The set of test
The first

items comprised 42 pairs of locations within Rand.

location of each pair was des ignated the' start point; the

second location

.

the a,

tnaition.

The 42 pa irs

were( composed

hy cross-

-15-

ing six start points

(Supply Room, Computer Center, Administrative

Conference Room, East Lobby, Snack Bar, and South Lobby) with seven destinations

(the Northwest Lobby, the Cashier, and the remaining five

start points).
For each test item, subjects performed five judgments:

route dis-

tance (the distance from the start point to the destination along the
hallways), euclidean distance (the straight-line distance from the start
point to the destination), orientation (pointing to the destination from
the start point), simulated orientation (while in a closed office,
pointing to the destination from an imagined position at the start
point), and location (indicating the location of the destination on a
piece of paper containing the start point and another reference point).

PROCEDURE
Subjects were tested individually.

The experimenter informed each

subject that the purpose of the study was to assess the accuracy of
people's spatial knowledge, given different types and amounts of learning experience.
Each map-learning subject was seated in the experimenter's office
and told she was to learn the floor plan of Rand (shown in Figure 1),
including the shape of the buildings, the names and locations of the
public areas,

and the directions of the ha Ils thr )ugh the bui Idiigs.

Although the map contained scale information,

the experimenter did not

instruct the subjects to learn metric distances.
the map on a series of study-recall trials.

Each subject studied

On ea c h tria 1, t hev sul1

was given a copy of the map to study for 2 minutes.

(Itjt

At the end of th is

-16-

time, the experimenter removed the map and asked the subject to draw the
map on a blank piece of paper.

After the subject had completed the

drawing, the experimenter provided feedback to the subject on the
correct and incorrect features of the map.
map for another 20minutes.

The subject then studied the

The study-recall cycle was repeated until

the subject had depicted the topological properties Of the map and
labeled it correctly on two consecutive trials.

Subjects in the two

overlearning groups then continued this study-recall procedure for
either 30 or 60 minutes.
Navigation subjects, who had pre-experimental knowledge of Rand
from either 1 to 2, 6 to 12, or 12 to 24 months of walking in the halls,
received no additional training.
The experimenter then took each subject to the first start point,
the Supply Room.

The experimenter placed a cardboard compass wheel with

a 12-inch radius on the floor in front of the subject.

The compass

wheel contained rays numbered from 0 degrees to 355 degrees in 5-degree
increments.

The wheel was oriented such that the 0-degree ray faced

north, although this alignment convention was not told to the subject.
The experimenter then asked the subject to face in the direction marked
0 degrees.

She then informed the subject that she would read to her a

succession of locations within Rand.
performed three estimates.

For each location, the subject

First, she indicated to the nearest degree

the direction to the center of the destination room.

Second, she

estimated the distance in feet to the center of the destination room
along the ray indicated by the previous
distance).

Third.

Judgment (i.e.,* the euclidean

she estimated the distance

ini

feet to the destination

-17-

along the shortest path through the hallways.

The experimenter expli-

citly indicated the precise route she wished the subject to estimate, in
order to avoid any ambiguity about the shortest route.

To aid the sub-

jects in estimating distances, the experimenter told each of them that
the distances from the center of the Snack Bar to the center of the Common Room and across the Computer Center were both 100 feet.
When the subject had performed the seven sets of estimates from the
Supply Room, the experimenter led her to the next start point, the Computer Center.

The procedure was repeated in identical fashion, except

that the compass wheel was aligned in this room (and all subsequent
start points) so that the 0-degree ray was parallel to the minor axis of
the building (i.e., at a compass bearing of 120 degrees).

Thus, at all

start points the 0-degree ray was parallel or perpendicular to the walls
of the room.

All subjects visited the start points and estimated desti-

nation points in the same order.
After vis.iting the six start points, the subject and experimenter
returned to the experimenter's office.

The experimenter seated the sub-

ject at a table with the compass wheel in front of her and told her to
imagine herself at the first start point.

Then, the subject again

estimated the bearing of each of the destination points on the compass
wheel.

This "simulated orientation" task was repeated for each of the

42 pairs in the same order as on the earlier orientation task.
included this task to control

We

for any potential advantdge the navigation

subjects might have gained during the orientation task by using local
visual cues to refine their orientation estimates.

These cues,

might not have benefited map- learning subjects because of their

if used,
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unfamiliarity with the Rand buildings.
After completion of the simulated-orientation task, the experimenter gave the subject a booklet containing 42 8.5 x il1-inch pages.

On

each page, labeled dots designated the locations of two of the public
areas within Rand (e.g., East Lobby. Common Room).

One of the labels

was circled, indicating that that location should be considered the
start point.

The upper left-hand corner of the page contained the name

of a destination (e.g., Cashier).

These 42 items contained the same

start point-destination pairs as the previous tests.
The subject's task was to place a dot on the page indicating the
location of the destination relative to the start point, using the
second given point to establish the scale and orientation of this simplified map.

For these test items, the two given points appeared in

arbitrary locations on the page with the constraints that (1) the scale
of the map was the same as that of the original map studied by the maplearning subjects, and (2) the correct location of the destination point
was within the boundaries of the page.

The subject's work on this task

was self-paced, and unlimited time was provided for completion.
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IV.

DISTANCE ESTIMATION

PRED ICTI ONS
We assume the procedures subjects use to estimate distances depend
on their representation of spatial knowledge.

Thus, subjects who have

learned a map estimate distances differently from subjects who have
direct navigation experience.

In each case, we presume that subjects

retrieve from memory their knowledge of the space to be estimated and
compute from this knowledge the required response.

Table 2Isummarizes

our models of the procedures subjects with the two types of learning
experience use to estimate euclidean and route distances.

Table 2
PROCEDURES FOR DISTANCE ESTIMATION

Type of
Experience

Type of Estimate
__________________________
Euclidean
Route

Map

Visualize map
Locate end points
Measure length
Generate response

Visualize map
Locate end points
Measure leg lengths
Sum lengths
Generate response

Navigation

Mentally simulate route
Estimate leg lengths
Estimate turning angles
Perform informal algebra
Generate response

Mentally simulate route
Estimate leg lengths
Sum lengths
Generate response
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Subjects who have learned a map generate and use an image of the
map to estimate distances.

They measure distances by scanning from the

specified start point to the destination point in a manner analogous to
the way in which they would scan across an actual map (Thortidyke, 1979).
When estimating a euclidean distance, subjects perform a single scan and
estimate the distance by comparing it to the provided scale diLstance.
When estimating a route distance, subjects must estimate and sum the
lengths of the component legs on the route to arrive at an overall estimat..

The additional processing required to aggregate the component

estimates can introduce error into the estimation process.

In general,

the more component legs to be estimated and combined, the greater the
opportunity for error.
Subjects with navigation experience estimate the distance between
two points by mentally simulating a trip from the start point to the
destination.

When estimating route distances, they estimate and sum the

lengths ofl the component legs on the route.

When estimating euclidean

distances, they must also estimate the angles at which they turn between
different legs cn the route.

They must then perform some mental algebra

using the leg and angle estimates to estimate the straight-line distance
between the points.

For example, if subjects encountered a right-angle

turn on a two-leg route, they could estimate the euclidean distance
between the start and destination point, using the Pythagorean theornem.
While we do not believe that subjects actually perform this computation,
we do think they use informal, analog equivalents of it to produce a
judgment.

Since euclidean distance estimation requires more data and

-
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computation than route distance estimation, euclidean estimates should
be less accurate than route estimates.
Using these models and the previous assumptions regarding the
effects of learning experience and practice, we made 13 specific predictions for the distance estimation performance of subjects with either
navigation or map-learning experience.

We present these predictions

below, followed by data from the experiment that evaluate the predict ions.

Our first set of performance measures assessed the overall accuracy
of subjects' internal representations of the location of objects (i.e.,
their cognitive maps) based on their distance estimates.
measure of the accuracy of subjects'

We sought a

reconstruction of relative dis-

tances rather than simply an item-by-item measure of absolute accuracy.
Consequently, we elected to compute the Pearson correlation between subjects' estimated distances and the true distance for each type of estimate.

This provided a measure of consistency in the accuracy of multi-

ple judgments that was insensitive to absolute errors, thus allowing for
a scale factor in each subject's estimates.

The first seven predictions

are based on this dependent variable.
Prediction 1.

The cognitive maps of navigation subiects should be

more accurate when derived from route estimates than from euclidean
estimates.

When navigation subjects estimate route distances, they

simulate traversal of the route as a basis for the distance judgment.
The difficulty of computing this estimate changes little as the length
arid complexity of the route
require computations

increases.

However,

euci idean estimates

that become more complex and mr(e subject to error
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as the complexity of the route increases.

Therefore, we expected that

the correlation between navigation subjects' true and estimated distances would be higher for route than for euclidean estimates.
Prediction 2.
be equall

The cognitive maps of map-learning subjects should

accurate when derived from route or euclidean estimates.

For

both estimates, subjects measure distances directly on their learned
maps.

Since route estimation requires multiple measurements, it is

slightly more complex than euclidean estimation.

However, this pro-

cedural difference is small compared to the different estimation
processes of navigation subjects.

We therefore expected no significant

difference between the configurational accuracy of map-learning subjects' two types of estimates.
Prediction 3.

Euclidean distance estimates of navigation subjects

should improve with experience.

As these subjects acquire more experi-

ence, they induce survey knowledge of the environment.

This knowledge

can support direct measurement of the euclidean distance between two
points without reference to the route connecting them.

Thus, the corre-

lation between true and estimated euclidean distances should increase
across experience groups.
Prediction 4.

Route distance estimates of nayation sub ects

should not improve with experience.

Since our least experienced naviga-

tion subjects were familiar with all tested routes, they were presumably
able to use a navigation simulation to produce their estimates.

The

procedure used to produce these estimates does not change with practice.
Therefore, the overall accuracy of these estimates should not improve.
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Prediction 5.

-

Neither euclidean nor route distance estimates of

map-learning subjlects should improve with practice.

Since all map-

learning subjects had learned the map perfectly, they possessed the
knowledge needed to estimate both types of distances.

We had no reason

to expect the accuracy of these estimates to improve with overlearning.
Prediction 6.

Map-learning subjects should estimate euclidean dis-

tances more accurately than navigation subjects with minimal experience.
Map-learning subjects measure euclidean distances directly, while navigation subjects with little experience compute these estimates from
their route knowledge, using a complex and imprecise procedure.

There-

fore, map-learning subjects' estimates should be more accurate.
Prediction 7.

Navigation subjects with extensive experience should

estimate euclidean distances as accurately as mp-learning subjects.
Navigation subjects with extensive experience estimate euclidean distances directly, using survey knowledge.

As this knowledge becomes more

precise and accurate, the accuracy of the euclidean estimates derived
from it should approximate that of subjects who have learned a map.
The remainder of the predictions address the absolute errors in
subjects' judgments.

Based on the postulated computational procedures

given in Table I, we generated six qualitative predictions for the
relative accuracy of particular estimates.
based on the assumption that

Each of these predictions is

increasing the number of computations

required to produce an estimate increases thc absolute error in the
estimate.

Thus, for example, we would predict that the error in a route

estimate requiring the summation of three component-leg estimates should
exceed the error in an estimate requiring a singl,

measurement

in
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memory.

In fact, component errors could cancel each other and result

in

a more accurate overall estimate than that resulting from tile single
computation.
judgments.

Thus, our assumption underestimates the error in subjects'
However, in all cases any underestimate works against our

observing tile error differences we predict.

We thus are testing our

hypotheses in their strongest form.
Prediction 8.

The error in map-learning subjects' ostimates of

route distances should exceed the error in their estimates of euclidean
distance.

For a given start point and destination point, the euclidean

estimate requires the measurement of a single distance.

On the other

hand, the route estimate requires the summation of several component
estimates.

Therefore, on average, the route distance error should

exceed the euclidean distance error.
Prediction 9.

The error in naiviat ion subjects'

estimates of

euclidean distance should exceed the error in their estimates of route
distance.

The additional computation required to produce euclidean

estimates using route estimates presents opportunities for error in
angle estimation or in informal algebra.

Thus, euclidean estimates

should be less accurate.
Prediction 10.

The accuracy of navigation subjects' estimates of

euclidean distances should be limited b- the accuracv of their
component-l1eg estimaetes.

For a given start point and destination point,

a subject's euclidean estimate is computed from estimated leg lengths
and turning angles.

Thus,

the error in the euclidean estimate

should be

at least as large as that computed from the subject's componnt-leg
estimates,

the correct turning angles,

and error-free algebraic

-
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computations using these data.
Prediction 11.

The error in navigation subjects' estimates of

euclidean distance should increase as the number of legs on the connecting route increases.

Since euclidean estimates utilize route-leg esti-

mates and additional computation, increasing the complexity of the computation and number of component estimates should increase the error of
the overall estimate.
Prediction 12.

The error in m ap-learning subjects' estimates of

euclidean distance should be independent of the number of legs on the
connecting route.

These subjects' euclidean estimates do not depend on

the connecting route.

Hence route complexity should not influence the

accuracy of the euclidean estimate.
Prediction 13.

The accuracy of all subjects' estimates of route

distance should be limited by the accuracy of their comDonent-leg estimates.

Since route estimates require the summation of component esti-

mates, the error in the resulting estimate should be at least as large
as that predicted by the accurate summation of subjects' component estimates.

EVALUATION OF PREI)iCTIONS
We tested the first seven predictions using the data provided
Figure 2.

in

Figure 2 contrasts the correlation between the true and

estimated distances for both types of estimate.

(Across subjects, the

abso]ute error in estimates increased with true distance.
distances uere longer than euclidean distances,
sibilitv that

route distance

Since route

this presented the pos-

correlations may have been artifactually

-
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Fig. 2--Correlations between true and estimated distances
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depressed relative to euclidean distance correlations.

However, corre-

lations computed on rescaled distances that eliminated this artifact did
not alter the pattern or reliability of results presented in Figure 2.)
For map-learning subjects, neither the route nor the euclidean
correlations varied across experience groups.

Therefore, in Figure 2

the data for the three map-learning groups are combined and displayed as
a mean value.

The bars for each point indicate the range of the mean

correlations for the three map-learning subject groups.

The failure of

map-learning subjects' overall accuracy to improve with overlearning
confirms Prediction 5.
As expected from Prediction 2, map-learning subjects' correlations
were virtually identical for euclidean and route distance estimates
(.82).

For exactly half of the 24 subjects, the correlation between

true and estimated distances was higher for route than for euclidean
judgments.

For the other half, the reverse ordering held.

For 14 of

the 24, the difference between correlations was .05 or smaller.

For

only two of the 24 subjects was the difference between correlations as
large as

.10.

In contrast, performance of the navigation subjects was not uniform
across experience conditions or judgment types.

To contrast the perfor-

mance of navigation subjects with map-learning subjects, we analyzed the
data as a two (types of estimate) by three (levels of experience) factorial experiment with all 24 map-learning subjects treated as a single
control group (Winer, 1962).

h.

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

-
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As expected from Prediction 1, navigation subjects' overallI accuracy on route estimates exceeds their accuracy on euclidean estimates.
For 23 of the 24 subjects, accuracy on route estimates exceeded accuracy
on euclidean estimates.

The superiority of route estimates over

euclidean estimates was reliable in the analysis of variance, F(2,b5)
31.85, p <.0l.

-

Predictions 3 and 4 stated that euclidean but not route

estimates should improve with experience.

Figure 2 shows that in fact

euclidean estimates improved, while route estimates remained relatively
constant.

This interaction was only marginally reliable, F (2,o5)

2.63, p <.10.

However, post hoc comparisons among individual means

indicated that the mean for subjects with 6 to 12 months' experience
exceeded that for subjects with I to 2 months' experience, t (42) =
1.68, p <.05.

These data provide weak support for Prediction 3.

We used Dunnett's t-test to contrast the map-learning (control)
subjects with each of the six means for navigation subjects
1962).

(Winer,

For euclidean estimates, map-learning subjects were more accu-

rate than the least experienced navigation subjects (p)<.05) but no more
accurate than more experienced subjects.
o and 7.

In addition,

These data ccnfirm Predictions

all navigation subjects were more accurate

map- learning subjects on route estimates (p . .05

than

tor each comparison

.

To test Predictions 8 and 9, we next contrasted the absolute errors
in subjects'
3.

individual

route and eucl idean estimates,

as shown in Table

While the absolute error in estimates was correlated with true dis-

tance for most ,subects, the percentage error was not.

Therelore,

3 presints est imat ion errors as percent ,iges of t rue d i t an(c.S

Tab e

-
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Table 3
PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR EUCLIDEAN AND ROUTE
DISTA\CE ESTIMATES

Type of Estimate
Type of
Experience

Euclidean

Route

Percentage of Subjects
Confirming Prediction
a

Map

40.3

42.0

70.8

Navigat ion

4o.7

36.0

83.3

b

a

p < .05

b
p < .01

We made Predictions 8 and 9 based on the assumption that increasing
the number of mental measurements and the complexity of computation
required to produce an estimate increases the error of the estimate.
However, we considered one other artifact that could introduce error
into the estimation process of map-learning subjects:

When people esti-

mate distances by scanning a mental image, obstacles or intervening
objects on the route increase the magnitude of the resulting est imite
(Thorndyke,

1979).

When estimating route distances, subjects

hallways would not encounter

intervening objects.

Hiowever,

following

when

estimating euclidean distances, the scanned space might intersect hallways,

interior courtyards, offices, or intervening public areas.

minimize the differential
mates,

we considered

effects of

clutter on the two types of

"sti-

in the data presented in Table 3 only thosr items

for which the straight-line route did niot pass across an
yard or a public area.

To

Thus,

for example,

the route, bten

interior courtti0.

Supply
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Room and the East Lobby was deleted, while the route between the Supply
Room and the Snack Bar was retained.
As shown in Table 3, map-learning subjects had larger errors for
route estimates than for euclidean estimates.
for 17 of the 24 subjects (p <Z .05).

This relationship held

In contrast, 20 of the 24 naviga-

tion subjects made larger errors when estimating euclidean distances
than when estimating route distances (p <

.01).

These data strongly

support Predictions 8 and 9.
Prediction 10 asserted that the accuracy of navigation subjects'
euclidean estimates should be limited by the accuracy of their route-leg
estimates.

To test this prediction, we computed for each test item the

difference between the absolute value of the percentage error in the
subjects' euclidean estimate and the absolute value of the percentage
error in the estimate computed using the subjects' route-leg estimates,
correct values for the angles connecting the legs, and accurate algebraic computation using these data.

We then divided this difference by

the true distance to obtain a percentage that could be combined across
items.

Thus, the prediction would be confirmed for a subject whenever

this percentage difference, averaged across items, was greater than or
equal to zero.

Table 4 presents these data.

For navigation subjects,

the mean across subjects was small but greater than zero.

On a

subject-Ly-subject basis, this error difference was zero or positive for
16 of the 24 subjects (p -. 05).

For comparison, Table 4 presents these

same data for map-learning subjects,
apply.

for whom the prediction does not

The mean error difference was well below zero for these subjects

but was approximately evenly distribted above and below zero.

Thus, as
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Table 4
PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ERROR IN EUCLIDEAN
DISTANCE ESTIMATES AND ERROR COMPUTED FROM
ROUTE-LEG ESTIMATES

Type of
Experience

Percentage
Error Difference

Map

Percentage of Subjects
Confirming Prediction

-11.4

58.3

0.6

75.0

a
Navigation
a
p

.05

<

expected, the positive error difference was obtained only for the navigation subjects.
Table 5 presents the percentage errors in euclidean estimates for
items with either few or many legs on the connecting route.

As expected

Table 5
PERCENTAGE ERROR IN EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE ESTIMATES
FOR LOCATION PAIRS WITH SIMPLE AND COMPLEX
CONNECTING ROUTES

Percentage Error
Type of

of Subjects

_________Percentage

Confirming Prediction

1-2 Legs

4-8 Legs

'lap

35.3

38.0

62.5

Navigation

40.7

49.1

6.

Experience

a

a
p<

.05
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from Prediction 12, map-learning subjects' estimation error did not
increase reliably with the complexity of the connecting route.

A non-

significant 15 of the 24 subjects made larger errors when estimating
distances with complex connecting routes.

For navigation subjects, the

difference between the errors on these two types of items was larger
and held for a significant 16 of the 24 subjects, as expected from Prediction 11.
Finally, we tested the prediction that all subjects' route estimates would have larger errors than the errors in their summed
component-leg estimates (Prediction 13).

To do this, we computed for

each item the difference in the absolute value of the percentage error
of a subject's route estimate and the absolute value of the percentage
error of the estimate obtained by adding the subject's component estimates.

For example, for a route from A to C passing through B, we com-

puted

Percentage Error

Difference

iTrue AC - Est. ACI

-

True AC - (Est. AB + Est. AC)

=

(True AC

For each subject, a difference greater than or equal to zero would confirm the prediction.
tion.

Table b presents the data evaluating this predic-

For both map-learning and navigation subjects, the mean differ-

ence was larger than zero.
prediction (p < .05).

Across all 48 subjects, 30 confirmed the

As Table 6 shows, the prediction was confirmed

more consistently by navigation subjects than by map-learning subjects.
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Table 6
PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ERROR IN ROUTE
DISTANCE ESTIMATES AND ERROR COMPUTED
FROM SUMMED LEG ESTIMATES

Type of
Experience

Percentage
Error Difference

Percentage of Subjects
Confirming Prediction

Map

0.5

54.2

Navigation

4.8

70.8

Total

2.7

62.5

a
a

a
p

<

.05

To summarize, our results indicate that map-learning subjects make
more errors when estimating route distances than when estimating
euclidean distances.

However, the accuracy of the relationships among

locations as inferred from correlations is equivalent when estimated
either from euclidean or route distances.

Further, map learners' cogni-

tive maps do not improve with extensive exposure to the map displaying
the spatial relationships.

Navigation subjects estimate distances and

construct cognitive maps from these distances more accurately when considering routes than when considering euclidean relations.

With addi-

tional navigation experience, the differences between route and
euclidean knowledge diminish.

I

Further, subjects with 6 to 12 months'

experience performed as well on euclidean estimates and better on route
estimates than map-learning subjects.

Of our 13 predictions, 12 were

reliably confirmed and one was marginally confirmed.
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V.

ORIENTATION AND OBJECT LOCATION JUDGMENTS

PREDICTIONS
As in the case of estimating distances, we assume that the
processes that operate on procedural knowledge to produce orientation
and location estimates differ from the processes that operate on survey
knowledge.

Thus, subjects who have learned a map judge orientation and

object location differently from subjects with navigation experience.
Table 7 summarizes our models of these procedures.

Subjects who have

learned a map generate and use an image of the map to judge orientation
and location.

To perform location judgments, they align their image of

the map and the stimulus containing the two given points, by rotating
either their image or the paper containing the stimulus.

They them res-

cale their image to the scale of the stimulus and scan across it to
determine the location of the destination point.
this location to the sheet containing the stimuli.

They them transfer
Note that the deter-

mination of the location of the destination point is independent of the
complexity of the route connecting the start point to it.
To perforri orientation

iudgments, map-learning subjects use a simi-

lar procedure that requires one additional step.

After determining the

position from the start point to the destination on their image, they
must translate this location from a position vertical to themselves into
a response horizontal to themselves.

That is, they must translate the

perspective from which the response is generated.

We assume that this

process of perspective translation is difficult and subject to error.
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Table 7
PROCEDURES FOR ORIENTATION AND OBJECT LOCATION JUDGMENTS

Location Judgment

Orientation Judgment

Map-Learning Experience

Visualize map
Locate self
Align nap with current
bearing
Find destination
Determine angle
Translate angle into
response plane
Generate response

Visualize map
Align map with stimulus
Rescale map
Find destination
Determine angle
Generate response

Navigation Experience

Mentally simulate route
Estimate leg lengths
Estimate turning angles
Perform informal algebra
Generate response

Visualize self at start point
Mentally simulate route to second
given point (Either A or B below)
A:

Route-fitting
method

Translate route iiito response plane
Rescale and align
route
Simulate route to
destination
Translate route into response plane
Generate response

B:

Orientation
method

Perform simulated
orientation
Translate into
response plane
Align stimulus
with current simulated bearing
Simulate route to
destination
Perform simulated
orientation
Translate into
response plane
Generate response
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Subjects with navigation experience perform orientation and location judgments by mentally simulating a trip between the start and destination points.

When performing orientation judgments, they use a pro-

cedure similar to that for determining euclidean distances.

These sub-

jects estimate the leg lengths and horizontal turning angles along the
route, and then combine these informally to produce a horizontal
response in the same perspective as their memory representation.

Since

the difficulty of computing a response is a function of the number of
legs along the simulated route, the accuracy of the judgments should
depend on route complexity.
We assume that when estimating the location of a destination point
on a sheet containing a start point and a second given point, navigation
subjects begin by mentally simulating the route from the start point to
the second given point.

They then proceed, using either a route-fitting

method or an orientation method, as summarized in Table 7.
Using the route-fitting method, subjects change to a vertical perspective on the simulated route in order to represent
containing the stimuli.

it on the sheet

This requires subjects to rescale the estimated

leg lengths and to cognitively, if not physically, align the stimulus
sheet with their direction of simulated travel on the route.

Subjects

then simulate traversal of the route between the start point and destination point and translate their perspective on this route into the
response plane given by the stimulus sheet,

In making this translation,

subjects rescale and align the route as indicated by the first translation process.

As with map-learning subjects, we assume that changing

-
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perspective on the memory representation in order to produce the
appropriate response is difficult and subject to error.
Using the orientation method, subjects first perform a simulated
orientation judgment from the start point to the second given point.
They then change perspective to translate this response to the plane of
the response sheet and align the stimulus, either cognitively or physically, with their current bearing.

Having established scale and align-

ment, subjects then perform a simulated orientation judgment from the
start point to the destination point and translate this response to the
response plane as before.
Using these models and the previous assumptions regarding the
effects of learning experience and practice, we made nine predictions
for the orientation and location task performances of navigation and
map-learning subjects.

As we did with distance estimation, we first

present these predictions and then present experimental data that evaluate them.
Prediction 14.

Navigation subjects should judge orientation more

accurately than map-Learning subjects for pairs of points with straiqht
connecting routes.

To point toward a destination lying along a straight

line of travel, navigation subjects must simply point in the direction
of travel.

Map-learning subjects performing this task must align their

mental maps with their current orientation, determine the angle on the
map, and then translate that angle into a pointing response.
complex procedure should resu~t in larger errors.

As the route complex-

itv between the start and destination point increases.
computation that navigat ion sub ,(.ts

This more

the a]gobraic

must perform increases.

We have no

-
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estimate of the relative complexity of such computation versus the
alignment and response rotation operations of map-learning subjects.
Thus, we cannot predict the relative accuracies of judgments between
points lying on complex routes.
Prediction 15.

Map-learning subjects should jug

more accurately than navigation subjects.

object location

Nap-learning subjects judge

location by aligning and rescaling their mental maps to correspond to
the scale and orientation of the test item.

Regardless of the estima-

tion procedure they use, navigation subjects must perform two response
rotations to produce an estimate and generate a response.

In addition,

navigation subjects with minimal experience must compute route lengths
and/or orientations to judge locations.

Thus, the navigation subjects'

task is more complex than the map learners' task and should produce
larger errors.
Predictio. 16.

Orientation and location judgments of navigation

subjects should improve with experience.

With extensive experience,

navigation subjects develop survey knowledge of a space.

Such knowledge

can support the direct retrieval of object orientations without
mediate computation from route information.
orientation and object location judgments.

inter-

This can support both
The simplification of this

estimation procedure should increase the accuracy of both typ(,s ol

vsti-

mates.

Prediction 17.
subjects

Orientation and location judgments of mai)-learninZ

should not improve with experience.

Since map learners,

knowledge of a space does not change with overlearning,
change

in the accuracy with which they retrieve

we expect no

inform,: ion from tieir
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mental maps.
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Thus, we predict no change in the accuracy of their orien-

tation or location judgments.
Prediction 18.

Navigation subjects should

accurately than object location.

jdge orientation more

Regardless of the type of spatial

knowledge navigation subjects use to produce their estimates, the location estimation procedure requires the additional operation of changing
perspective on the memory representation to generate the required
response.

Since this introduces error into the estimate, the orienta-

tion estimates should be more accurate.
Prediction 19.

Map-learning subjects should judge location more

accurately than orientation.

Map-learning subjects must perform an

additional operation to change perspective on the memory representation
to generate the pointing response required for the orientation task.
Therefore, the orientation estimate should be less accurate than the
location estimate.
Prediction 20.

The error in navigation subjects' orientation

ments should increase as the number of legs on the connecting route
increases.

Since orientation judgments utilize route-leg estimates and

additional computation, increasing the complexity of the computation and
number of component estimates should increase the error of the overall
estimate.
Prediction 21.

The error in map-learning subkects' orientation

judgments should be independent of the number of legs on the connecting
route.

'Map-learning subjects estimate orientation without reference to

the connecting route.

Hence route complexity should not influence the

accuracy of their estimates.

-

Prediction 22.
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The accuracy of navigation subdects' orientation

judgments should be limited by the accuracy of their component leg estimates.

Navigation subjects compute orientation from estimated leg

lengths and turning angles.

Thus, the error in their orientation judg-

ment should be at least as large as that computed from their componentleg estimates, tile correct turning angles, and error-free algebraic computations using these data.

EVALUATION OF PREDICTIONS
We tested the predictions for the orientation task, using the data
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 contrasts the mean angular error between

the true and estimated orientation of distant points for map-learning
and navigation subjects.

Navigation subjects estimated orientations

more accurately than map-learning subjects for items with straight-line
connecting routes anid for items with more complex connecting routes.
Therefore,

the data in Figure 3 comprise estimates for all

point-destination pairs.

42 start

Figure 3 also displays the data from both the

orientation task and the simulated-orientation task.
For map-learning subjects, neither orientation nor simulated orientation judgments varied across experience groups.

Therefore, the data

for the three map-learning groups are combined in Figure 3 and displayed
as for the distance estimation data.

The failure of map-learning sub-

jects' overall accuracy to improve with overlearning confirms Prediction
17.
In contrast,

as expected from Prediction

Ib,

the navigation sub-

jects improved with experience on both tasks (F(2,42) = 6.,

p

.01
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for the interaction between type and amount of learning experience).
Individual comparisons showed that subjects with 1 to 2 years' experience judged orientation more accurately than subjects in the other two
experience groups and they judged simulated orientation more accurately
than the least experienced group (t(42) > 1.68, p < .05 for all three
comparisons).
As expected from Prediction 14, navigation subjects were far more
accurate than map-learning subjects

(F(1,42) = 36.13, p

<

.001).

This

result held for both the orientation and simulated-orientation tasks.
Performance of all subjects was more accurate on the orientation task
than on the simulated-orientation task (F(1,42) =7.83, p < .01).

This

difference presumably reflects the additional requirement in the
simulated-orientation task of imagining oneself in the specified position at thle start point.

We had included the simulated-orientation task

to test for an artifactual advantage that navigation subjects might have
on the orientation task resulting from familiarity of local visual
features.

Such an artifact, if present, should have resulted in a

larger between-group difference on the orientation task than on) the
simulated-orientation task.
not obtain.

As Figure 3 shows, however, this result did

Since the patterns of performance and between-group differ-

ences on the two tasks were quite similar, additional analyses of orientation performance considered only the true orientation task.
Figure 4 shows the results for the location task.
jects'

We scored sub-

responses both for the distance from the true locat ion to thle

judged location of the destination point on the response sheet (mpasured
in millimeters) and as the angular error in the placement of the

-43
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destination point relative to the two given points.
measures produced a similar pattern of results.

The two dependent

Therefore, to maintain

consistency in the units of measurement, we have used angular error as
the ordinate value in Figure 4.
As in the other tasks, the performance of map-learning subjects did
not change with additional experience.

However, navigation subjects did

improve with experience (F(2,42) = 4.81, p < .05 for the interaction
between type and amount of experience).

Overall, map-learning subjects

were more accurate than navigation subjects, as expected from Prediction
15 (F(1,41) = 11.10, p < .01).

However, the accuracy of the most

experienced navigation subjects did not differ reliably from that of the
map-learning subjects (p > .05).
The use of angular error as a dependent variable treats individual
items independently.

To obtain a more aggregated measure of subjects'

cognitive maps derived from orientation and location judgments, we
reconstructed their cognitive maps of the various locations using combinations of estimates for each location.

For example, on the orientation

task, each subject pointed toward the East Lobby from six different
locations.

By imposing a cartesian x-y coordinate system on the space,

we characterized each of these estimates as a line passing through the
start point (x ,y
i

) at an angle of a (the estimated orientation).

ILsing

i

the least-squares method, we determined the point in space closest to
all six lines and used the coordinates of that point as the best estimate of the

map.

location of the destination point

in

the subject's cognitive

We then derived two measures from this point estimate:

the accu-

racy of the point (defined as the euclidean distance to the coordinates

-45-

of the true location) and the consistency of the estimate

(defined as

the standard error of the estimate obtained from the least-sonares
method).
Figure 5 displays the accuracy and consistency data so derived for
map-learning and navigation subjects.

Thj ordinate represents the dis-

tance in feet from the true point location from the estimated location,
averaged across locations and subjects.

The bars around each point

indicate the mean consistency, or standard error, of each estimate.
results are consonant w.ith the data in Figures 3 arid 4.

The

Performance

among map-learning subjects did not vary wit h experience.

For the

orientation task, navigation subjects were more accurate than maplearning subjects and improved with experience.

Further, the con-

sistency in their estimates improved (i.e., the standard error
decreased) with additional experience.

For the location task, map-

learning subjects were more accurate than navigation subjects, but navigation suhjects improved with experience.
Table 8 contrasts subjects' performance on the orientation and
location tasks directly.

As expected from Prediction 18, navigation

subjects judged orientation more accurately than object
prediction held for 16 of the 24 navigation subjects

location.

(p < .05).

This
In con-

trast, 23 of the 24 map-learning subjects judged location more accurately than orientation (p < .01), as expected from Prediction 19.
Table 9 presents subjects' orientation performance as a function of
the complexity of the connecting route between the start and destination
points.

Since only navigation subjects compute orientations with refer-

ence to routes, we predicted that increasing route complexity would
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Table 8
ANGULAR ERROR FOR ORIENTATION AND
LOCATION JUDGMENTS

Angular Error
Type of

Percentage of Subjects

_

Experience

Orientation

Location

Confirming Prediction

Map

39.3

16.9

95.8

Navigation

22."

24.9

66.7

a
b

a
p <

.01

p <

.05

b

Table 9
ANGULAR ERROR IN ORIENTATION ESTIMATES FOR
LOCATION PAIRS WITH SIMPLE AND COMIPLEX
CONNECTING ROUTES

Angular Error (Degrees)
Type of

Percentage of Subjects

Experience

1-2 legs

4-8 legs

Confirming Prediction

Map

41.5

38.5

45.8

Navigation

17.4

30.9

91.7

a

a
p <

.01

increase orientation error only for these subjects (Predictions 20 and
21).

As Table 9 shows, navigation subjects were much more accurate in
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their orientation judgments between points on routes with one or two
component legs than on routes with from four to eight component legs.
This result held for 22 of the 24 subjects.

The performance of map-

learning subjects, in contrast, did not vary systematically with route
complexity.

The result predicted for navigation subjects held for only

13 of the 24 map-learning subjects.
Finally, we tested the prediction that the accuracy of navigation
subjects' orientation judgments should be limited by the accuracy of
their route-leg estimates.

To test this prediction, we computed for

each test item the difference between the absolute value of the angular
error in a subject's orientation estimate and the absolute value in the
error of the estimate computed using the subject's route-leg estimates,
correct values for the angles connecting the legs, and accurate algebraic computation using these data.

Thus, the prediction would be con-

firmed for a subject whenever this mean difference was greater than or
equal to zero.
20.7 degrees.

Across all navigation subjects, this mean difference was
On a subject-by-subject basis, this error difference was

greater than or equal to zero for 21 of the 24 subjects (p
To summarize,

<

.01).

map-learning subjects made more errors when judging

orientation than when estimating object locations.

This result derived

from the additional change in perspective required of map-learning subjects when judging orientation.

Neither of these judgments improved

with overlearning of the map on which the judgments were based.

Na' iga-

tion subjects judged orientation more accurately than they judged object
locations,
cess.

which required perspective changes during the judgment

With additional

n1avigation11

experience,

p,rforman(,

on both

prot Asks

-

improved.

49
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Navigation subjects with minimal experience judged orienta-

tion more accurately than map-learning subjects.

While map-learning

subjects in general judged object locations more accurately than navigation subjects, navigation subjects with extensive experience performed
as well as subjects who had learned the map.
tions were reliably confirmed.

All of our nine predic-

-

VI.
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DISCUSSION

Taken together, the data from this experiment provide a fairly consistent picture of the differences between the knowledge people acquire
from maps and the knowledge they acquire

from navigation.

Map learners

acquire a bird's-eve view of the environment that encodes survey
knowledge sufficient to support performance on a variety of estimation
tasks.

The obvious advantage of acquiring knowledge from a map is the

relative ease with which the global relationships
learned.

can be perceived and

When using this knowledge to perform spatial judgments,

indi-

viduals have direct access to the knowledge required to estimate distances and judge object locations.

They are most error-prone when

required to change perspective on the representation and translate their
knowledge

into a response within the environment,

task.

is perhaps not intuitively clear that people who have memor-

It

as on the orientation

ized a map should have difficulty simply changing their perspective to
support accurate orientation judgments.

However, a common instance of

this difficulty arises in another context:
only navigation experionce.

drawing a route map using

People living in environments with irregu-

lar street topography often have difficulty drawing maps of their local
street network that satisfy internal,
tion and intersection.

local constraints of street direc-

This difficulty persists even when they have

vivid and accurate memories of the routes they are attempting to reproduce.

In this example, the required perspective change translates pro-

cedural knowledge into survey knowledge.
the difficulty of perspective change.

Nevertheless, it illustrates

-51-

Through navigation, people acquire memories of space represented in
four dimensions (including time).

When individuals use only this

knowledge to perform spatial judgments, performance is limited by the
necessity to derive judgments through computation on pieces of this
knowledge tas when estimating orientation, object location, or euclidean
distances).

Further, performance declines when perspective changes are

required to generate a response, as in the location task.

The fact that

subjects with navigation experience performed better on the orientation
task than map-learning subjects suggests that the difficulty of changing
perspective overwhelms the difficulty of computing direct judgments from
circuitous route experiences.

Despite the necessity to compute the

orientation of a destination from knowledge only of am indirect route to
the destination, navigation subjects were more accurate than maplearning subjects, who had to rotate the response plane of a directly
measured angle.
The improvement in performance across experience groups on the
euclidean distance estimation, orientation, and location tasks suggests
that extensive navigation can lead to qualitative changes in thle
knowledge of the environment.

One might argue that additional experi-

ence mere ly improve-d memory for the traversed routes in thle environment.
However,

across experience,

estimates of route distance remained con-

stant while estimates of euclidean distance
improved.

among the same points

This supports our model of the migration of people's pro-

cedural knowledge to a form of survey knowlIedge in which thle environment
is "translucent."

People with extensive navigat ion experi ence can

some sense ''look through'" opaque ohstaclIes

in the env ironment

IT)

to t he ir

-52-

destination without reference to the connecting route.

While we do niot

believe that this process is actually visual in nature, it illustrates
the idea of survey knowledge from a perspective within, rather than
above, the represented environment.
This model of the reorganization of procedural knowledge to survey
knowledge has several implications that we have not tested.

in particu-

lar, subjects who can directly access the location of a destination in
such a representation should be faster at judging orientation than subjects who must simulate route traversal and compute an estimate based on
this simulation.

In general, reaction-time studies offer a promising

paradigm in which to test several of our predictions for differential
complexity in the processes required to produce spatial judgments.
Acquiring survey knowledge solely through navigation entails both
costs and benefits.

Our data indicate that the principal advantage of

such learning is the ultimate superiority of the acquired cognitive map.
On the distance-estimation tasks, highly experienced navigation subjects
were superior to map-learning subjects in route estimation and
equivalent in euclidean estimation.

Similarly, these navigation sub-

jects were Superior to map-learning subjects on orientation _judgments
and equivalent on object location judgments.

While,

in the limit, thle

knowledge acquired from navigation may be more extensive than that
acquired through map learning, it is obviously more difficult to obtain.
Our highly experienced subjects had between one and two years of
traversal% from which to derive their spatial knowledge.

route

In contrast,

the map subjects required only approximately 20 minutes to learn thle
map.

In many situations,

it

may not be practical or possible to travel

-
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in the environment repeatedly to accurate spatial knowledge.
One factor that may significantly influence the relative utility of
map learning and navigation experience is the regularity of the environment.

In extremely regular environments with rectangular street grids

(e.g., Manhattan), navigation may rapidly lead to accurate survey
knowledge.

In extremely irregular environments (e.g., Boston), accurate

survey knowledge develops much more slowly when based solely on navigation.

The environment used in the present experiment was between these

two extremes.

Within each building, hallways met at right angles.

flow-

ever, the two buildings were separated by an obtuse angle that made
between-building judgments difficult.

Indeed, we observed that naviga-

tion subjects were significantly more accurate on within-building estimates of orientation and euclidean distance than on between-building
estimates.

In general, we would expect the differences between map-

learning subjects and navigation subjects with different amounts of
experience to vary as the regularity of the environment changed.
Another potential source of variation in performance that we have
not addressed here is individual differences in skills and strategies
for spatial-knowledge acquisition.
we have noted large differences

In other studies in our laboratory,

in pvople's skill at learning from both

maps and navigation (Thorndyke, 1980a; Thorndyke & Stasz, 1980).

These

differences are predictable from people's visual memory ability and
field dependence (spatial restructuring ability).

In general,

high in these abilities acquire an accurate representation

subjects

of an

environment either from a map or from navigation faster than low-ability
subjects.

In our study,

subjects'

abilities may have

influencd the
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amount of experience they required to develop survey knowledge from
their navigation experiences.
One of the shortcomings of the spatial performance models we have
proposed is that we have intimately linked our assumptions about
representation and process.

Our model of the knowledge people acquire

led to natural assumptions about the procedures they use to compute
estimates using that knowledge.

The combination of assumptions about

knowledge and procedures constrained our predictions for subjects' performance.

However, we did not independently assess the tractability of

the two sets of assumptions.

It is possible that, for example, other

assumptions about the procedures that subjects use to compute estimates
would lead to the same predictions for performance.

Strictly speaking,

by obtaining data consistent with our predictions, we have only failed
to reject our model rather than confirming it.

However, we made our

model extremely vulnerable by testing a large number of predictions
22).

For all of those predictions we obtained at

and for 21 we obtained strong support.

least weak support,

Thus, we feel that we have taken

a first step toward a detailed specification of the methods people use
to reason about large-scale space.

-
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